basic supplies: ☑️ GLUE 📋 MARKERS 📜 PAPER 🎨 PAINT

materials:
- light blue construction paper (8½ x 11)
- green origami or construction paper
- blue shiny paper
- staplers, glue, scissors
- brown paper scraps

teacher preparation:
- make sample
- cut green paper into sizes:
  - 8½" x 11"
  - 7" x 11"
  - 5½" x 10"
  - 4" x 10"

procedure:
- fold blue paper in half width-wise
- fold green paper (one of each size) in fans
- fold fans in half and staple together
- glue fans into a tree
- glue green triangle for treetop
- cut blue shiny river, glue on
- cut brown trunk & glue on
- write part of Psalm 1 on cover

notes:

music: first songs: p. 17
Lori's tape: Mustard Seed (Tape III)
Liturgy: 570, 602, 461